A Citizen of no Mean City.
Psalm
This

Psalm

is

87. -

a marvelous

condensa-

tion by the Spirit of God of the. glories of

spheres—God’s sphere and man’s.
two
They are here brought together in vivid
contrast.
The Spirit of God loves contrast because when black is put against

white, we can readily distinguish the one

from the other; when life is put against
death it is, outstanding in vivid contrast.
So there is condensed into the limits of
this short Psalm the contrast of man’s
sphere with its pretentious glory, and the
holy sphere in which God delights..

You know something about the sons of
Korah.
If we turn to the 16th and 26th

of Numbers, we find a family which’ (as

we should say by every right) ought to
perish; but something intervenes and
That somesaves them from destruction.
thing is the sovereign
mercy
of God,
nothing else.
Thus preserved by the

sovereign morcy of God, they give us in
some of the Psalms their soul outbreath-
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ings; they never forgot the mercy of God.

So that some of the most lofty, the sweet-

est and most beautiful of the Psalms are
the outpourings of a generation which
say, We live but by the mercy of God.
Psalms 45, 84, 87, etc., serve to illustrate
what I am saying.
Now in one sense, we are all sons of
Korah.
We are all of a family each one

of which

can turn to God

live alone

through

Thy

and

sovereign

say,

We

mercy.

No right nor title could exist before God
except His sovereign mercy.
So this Psalm is a song of the sons of
Korah, and the opening of it is: -‘‘His
foundation

is

in

the

holy

Behind them was the gulf
have swallowed them up,
holy mountain they say, We
where we can turn to God
for

that

merey

which

This is the outpouring

mountains.’’

which should
but as on the
are in a place
and bless Him

endureth

of

the

forever.

sons

of

Korah, that His foundation for the World
to

Come,

yes!

for

eternity,

is embedded

in the holy mountain.
What elevation!
What a sense of being held back from
the pit to be set upon the foundation of
God

in His

holy

mountain!

‘‘The

firm

foundation of God stands’’ (2. Tim, 2:19),
My desire is to speak to you of Mount
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a

The Vsalin proceeds, ‘‘he Lord
Zion.
loveth the gates of Zion more than all the
habitations of Jacob.’’
Why should God

love the gates of Zion more than all the

habitations of Jacob?
Have we come to
In Hebrews 12 we view
Mount Zion?
compressed into three verses, 22-24, the
whole sphere‘of divine interests and it is
said, ‘‘We have come’’ to those things.
There are eight of them, the first of them
being: ‘‘Ye have come to Mount Zion.’’
If we have come to Mount Zion we ought
to know it and to be in a position to say,
I take
Yes, I have come to Mount Zion.
it to mean, in the light of the New Testament, that it is access to God in and by
the Lord Jesus Christ.
In other words,
while the Psalms and the Prophets are
full of delight over Mount Zion, its beauty,
its power, its influence, its bulwarks, all
wait upon the revelation of the Lord Jesus
Christ to unfold what is this Mount Zion;
then we see that every thought which
made Mount Zion delightful to God is
found
exemplified in
the Lord
Jesus
Christ.
Now, we have come to Mount
Zion—that
is—we have come to God
through Christ; for this reason God loves
the gates of Zion more than all the habitations of Jacob.
The ‘‘habitations of
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Jacob’’

is

a

limited

thought,

doubtless

having reference to this world and to the
World to Come, the Millenial Day, but
Mount Zion is universal, magnificent in
its grace, glorious in its fulness. Thus the
ideas of strength, beauty, holiness, and
pre-eminently of mercy,
in brief the
sphere of life, all cluster about Mount

If I understand it aright, it is the

Zion.

Spirit of God conveying to us that man
living to God, whether connected with
this earth or with heaven, from Abel to
the end of time, finds access to God mediatorially through the Lord Jesus Christ,
and by no other way.

God is the God of the living,

He loves

life; we know that in the very nature of
things God’s pleasure goes out in regard

to life; so that if indeed Mount Zion, in
the Person of the Lord Jesus Christ, furnishes

those

gates

through

which

cvery-

thing that has breath lives to God, one
can very well understand that God loves
the gates of Zion.
It is as though for

each family of mankind there is a gate.
We may say of the Patriarehs, they eu-

Israel, the Gentiles,

ter that gate to God;

the
the

Assembly, the Remnant and finally
Gentiles who are the fruit of their

ministry, they all gain access by this gate
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to God. When the fulness of everything
is reached, when time passes into eternity,
when the myriads of all who live to God

utter voice, each and all will say: Our
gate of entrance was Christ, we came in
through Mount Zion.
Therein will be

fully displayed why. ‘‘God loves the gates
of Zion more than all the habitations of
Jacob.’’
I may put it in a very simple
way for faith to grasp.
It is the Holy
Spirit presenting the sublime thought that
God has closed all up to Christ for access
to Himself and that we live to God wholly
If
on account of His sovereign mercy.
you understand that you love Christ.
Christ is Mount Zion, everything lives
to God through Christ. In the 3rd

our

there

verse

there

vision

the

eyes a vision.
is

no

is presented

It is said,
people

to

‘‘Where

perish,’’

(Pro. 29:18), but this is a vision which
causes us to live.
The Spirit of God
brings before us in the symbol of a city
everything that has life both for time
and eternity, possessing the over-spreading features and characteristics of Christ.
Thus it says, ‘‘Glorious things are spoken
of thee, O city of God, Selah.’’
The
Spirit indicates, We will rest there, we
will contemplate that.
One wonders
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that we are so dumb, that we have so
little to say of our city!
Upon the removal of everything that is offensive to
God, when death in every aspect is for
ever gone out of His view, there remains

the sphere

of life, and in that sphere

of

life everything has derived being, character, beauty, from
one Centre, from
Yet not without diversity, for
Christ.
in all the myriads of the living there are
no duplicates, everyone with his own impression of the One who fills that sphere
for God, everyone with his own individual touch, and yet all reflective. of that
which has come out of Christ. We pause
on that for a moment.

Now in the 4th verse the Spirit of God
takes a sharp turn, pausing, as though the
divine eye ranges over the sphere with
which we, unhappily, are most familiar,
taking up all the elements which give
strength and cohesion to
this present
world, which supply its glory.
These
things He morally interprets, commanding our attention to them.
There is in
that verse the display of everything which

characterizes man as apart from God in
any day or under any condition.
He
says, ‘‘I will make mention of Rahab, of
Babylon among thém that know me. Be6

hold Philistia and Tyre, with Ethiopia.”’
We might answer, Why should we behold
them?
I think the Lord would say to
us, not that we should be engaged with
these things, but that we should be intelligent to

discern

their nature

for

their

Tyre

and

avoidance. This is what He characterizes
as an evil world, and if God says, ‘‘this
present evil world,’’ depend on it He
means it, it is evil. Here He brings up
its features in sharp relief in these five
characteristic
localities — Rahab
(or
Babylon,

Egypt),

Ethiopia.
They
mighty buttresses

Philistia,

might be likened to
which have been con-

structed with skill by the god of this
world to uphold an apostate and defiant
system against our God.
We know their
features,—each one has its own. and the
Spirit of God with one brief word records,

‘“‘This man

was

born

there.’’

self one is very thankful to
there, in the death of Christ!

Now

what is implied?

attention to Rahab.
hab

of

Joshua,

but

For

have

one-

died

The Lord calls

This is not the Ra-

a Hebrew

name

for

Egypt.
We find in Isaiah 30:7 (N.T.) the
name Rahab interpreted and the interpretation is, ‘‘Arrogance,’’ that is pride,
haughtiness; so that in one word the Spirit
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of God brings into view that phase which °
has worked so potently with man.
The
original sin which entered into the universe, so far as we know, was arrogance .
or pride, the uplifting of Satan in the
pride of his spirit to seize divine place
and attributes; a move which caused his

downfall; hence the implacable hatred
which moves him against God.
Is this a
proud world? Is man arrogant? Can you
deny it? You go to the banker, manufacturer, politician or the man of your
street or even to the religious world,
you take note of the spirit of the age—
it is pride, arrogance: We are the greatest, we have the finest, we are the most
The very things it should be
powerful.
abased about it glories in. The Spirit of
It is a spirit
God says, Behold it!
which was developed in Egypt, which
God crushed by the might of His own
power to emancipate His people.
Now
the Lord says, Beware of that spirit,
beware of Rahab, beware of arrogance.
You may think brethren are free from it,
but they are not; it is like the poison gas,
you do not see it but you feel its effects
as the poison is working.
So the word
warns: Beware of pride, beware of Egypt;
it has no relation
to Mount Zion, the
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proud

spirit finds no gateway

at Mount

misses him
absolutely:

Zion.

The

Spirit

of entrance

of God

dis-

begotten of it abruptly and
‘‘This man was born there.’’

Now we have the word, ‘‘I will make
mention of Babylon.’’
So soon as ‘the

blessed God indicates ‘‘purpose’’ in relation to a City, the god of this world moves
to form an imitation to nullify the power

and

gracious

influence

of heaven.

Thus

Babylon comes into existence.
Originating through Nimrod, it continues to run
parallel with every movement of God to
the end.
Does God have an earthly city,
Jerusalem, in which He delights? Babylon
in earthly character comes in in opposition. Is there a heavenly bride for Christ?
Babylon in a spiritual guise is set over
against

it.

Babylon

brings up

before

us

at the outset the pre-eminence of spiritual

corruption in its gross ways, idolatry, men
under the influence of demons, things

which came in after the flood.
thing was concurrent with the
of Babel or Babylon and we
foolish if we delude ourselves
idea that the spirit of idolatry

peared

fined

This new
setting up
should be
with the
has disap-

out of this world, or that it is con-

to the

dark

Asia, It is rampant

centres

of

Africa

and

in the eivilized world
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and we need not seek for the spirit of it
often times beyond our own homes and
our own hearts. The apostle John, in closing his letter says, ‘‘Little children, keep
Why does he
yourselves from idols.”’
There has grown up as an
warn us?
integral part of this present evil world a
system

organized

effectively

to

hold

the

heart of man against God and it has taken
spiritually wicked forms.
Spiritual inflation comes in, men arrogate to themselves the terms on which they will condescend

to

serve

God,

on

which

condi-

tions they will have God amongst them.
They say to God in effect, We will make

you

temples,

we

will set up

our

statuary

and music, our paintings and adornments
accordingto our own wills, with much
of like character.
So there is begotten
that spirit of inflation and leaven which
corrupts the very fabric of everything
which has to do with the name of God.

In the book of Revelation we are carried
along. by the Spirit of God in the conception of Babylon ‘to see it rising to its
dizzy pinnacle of earthly glory.
Then
comes the mighty song of triumph that
Babylon is overthrown and that the carth
is released from that which came in upon’
it after the flood, but which in ever tight-
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ening

hold grips the minds

imagina-

and

‘The Spirit here
tions of man even now.
says, ‘‘I will speak of Babylon to them

He does so in solemn
that know me.’’
warning as to those exjfosed to its perils.

Our. own environments at times show the
evidence that we come within breathing
distance of the atmosphere both of Egypt
We can not live in the
and Babylon.

world

as it is without being more or less

affected

sphere

by

its

Satanic,

atmosphere—an

for it is ever

atmo-

true that

what the environment is in which we live,
there is our danger, we draw in and abHence the
sorb, so to speak, by contact.
word says, ‘‘I will make mention of BabyThey will
lon to them that know me.’’
be warned.

He then speaks, ‘‘Behold Philistia.’’
This gets a little nearer home.
We, as

brethren, are perhaps more endangered
by Philistia than by Babylon.
It is more
suggestive of what we call Protestantism,
that is to say, there is an occupation of

divine ground by those whose religious
energies stop the springs of living water
(see Gen. 26). = Philistia is that clement
which in the sphere of the religious world
stifles and smothers the work of the

Spirit, closes up the living wells of water,
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holds inen’s souls in the thrall of religion
according to the flesh and which in the
world as we know it furnishes a deadly
element in restricting the flow of the
water of life, the pure water of the Holy
Protestantism peculiarly exemSpirit.

plifies the spirit of Philistia, and we are
more in contact with Protestantism than

with anything else, as to our surroundings.
It furnishes the expression of disunity,
breaking
up
into
innumerable

‘fragments all that which is called by the
the peering

name

of Christ;

it sanctions

Word,

evidence

given in many

into the holy ark, that is, into the mystery
of the person of Christ; it denies the need
of atonement, and the inspiration of the

it

stifles

causing

what

spiritual

is

of

thirst

the

and

ways that

Spirit,

death.

thus

In

connection
with
Sardis
the
word
is,
““Thou hast a name that thou livest and
The Spirit of
art dead’’ (Rev. 3:2).
We need to
God says, Beware of that!
keep our skirts clear and separate from
the deadening influences of Philistia.
Tt
comes into our own homes; for instance,
suppose you are set for going on with
the Lord, you have real desires that way,
and some one of those about you suggests, ‘“You are extreme, you don’t need
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:

to give so much of your time, to devote
yourself in this way,’’—this. is so much
JI am
earth thrown in to stop the water.
speaking now to those who are, after the
manner of speaking, in fellowship; we
often have to grieve over the spirit of
the Philistine close home which seeks to

hamper the flow.of the living water. The
Spirit of God warns: ‘‘Behold Philistia!’’

Then He comes to Tyre, He says, ‘‘Behold Tyre.’’ I take it that the most of
us in some way

or other

are in danger

of

this element.
What is it?
‘Tyre in its
day occupied the position which England
has occupied in recent centuries, as the
centre of the commerce of the world.
Is
there any harm in it?
There is a great
deal of harm in that if you come under

its influence.

Commerce,

trading, manu-

facture, shipping, and the like, are all
exemplified in Tyre; it is legitimate,—we
could not be here if we did not have something on the line of Tyre.
But where do
The Tord’s word is, ‘How
we stop?

hardly shall they that have riches enter
into the kingdom of God.’?) But one may
say, Why not, Lord? and an auswor seems

to be, Because with the cacess of your
commerce and commercial operations, you

have the ability to buy the world and the
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things of the world, a very subtle thing.
So that when the Spirit of God would
select a symbol of Satan He synibolizes
him (Ezekiel 28) under the figure of the
prince and the king of Tyre, for as such,

through

of man’s

industry,

it works:

here is a

the products

he puts into the possession of man means
by which he can assert independence of

God.

You see how

man, he is getting $30.00 a week, and if

you go to his home it breathes godliness
—he is dependent—the sense of it is never
absent—he is always before God about
it.
Then he begins to prosper materially,
things begin to turn his way, he accumulates, his business enlarges, his bank account grows, he builds a bigger house,
until by and by you find that man swampMany a man I have seen
ed spiritually.
perish spiritually by his prosperity in the

things indicated by Tyre.
to suggest to you that

One feels free
we should be

guarded in our minds and thoughts when
God has given us a sufficiency, leaving

us a reasonable amount of strength and
of time and opportunity to be at His disposal, we should be on our guard against
that spirit of Tyre which would lead us
on to be greater possessors of the material
things of this world.
It is one thing to
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set out determined to go in for material
prosperity and that you will get it if you
can, but it is quite another thing if you

are

faithful

and

God

turns

riches

your

way; then you become a steward of His
things.
It ceases to be Tyre.
‘‘And having food and raiment let us be therewith
content.
But they that will be rich fall
into temptation and a snare, and into
many foolish and hurtful lusts, which
drown men in destruction and perdition.
For the love of money is the root of all
evil: which while some coveted after,
they
have erred from the faith, and
pierced themselves through with many
sorrows (1. Tim. 6: 8-10).

Now the Spirit of
Ethiophia!’’
One
how to speak about
it weighs upon my
twenty

years

ago

God warns, ‘‘Behold
does not quite know
this.
The gravity of
spirit.
I think that

there

would

not

have

been such difficulty in Speaking of it.
Ethiopia is identifiable with Ham, the
son of Noah, Ethiopia being derived from
him, so that when it says, ‘‘Behold Ethiopia!’’ what seems indicated is shamelessness, immodesty, what is flagrant in its

defiance of what is seemly before God,
violating what is decent and proper—
this is Ethiopia.
So that the Spirit of
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God warns us concerning it.
Let me
say to you younger ones, in all simplicity,
you are not wholly responsible for the immense Change which has come about in
this world in the last fifteen years; you
have not known a different time; you are

born into a time when, for instance, women take the symbol of their glory with
which God has endowed them, long hair,
cut it off and throw it from them.
This

is not a question of a fashion.

but it is

a defiance of what is expressly ordained
of God (1 Cor. II). ‘It is Ethiopia.
You
are not alone responsible if the manner
of dress be improper, but your parents
and elders
Ethiopia.

are also responsible.
It is
It is impossible in this day,

in the conditions that have arisen in the
last fifteen or twenty years, to comment

on these things without putting one’s finger on the fact that man, as such, has
reached a condition of shamelessness in
the manner of intercourse, dress, general

behaviour, that,
as compared with what
existed forty years ago, makes one’s head
hang with shame.
One sees in it the
working of those undermining forces of
corruption which will, upon the departure of the church from this scene at the
rapture, produce that rushing together
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of the flood of iniquity which

in a former

day was God’s occasion for the flood.
God then viewed the world full of violence

and corruption
now!

(Gen.

6:12).

It: is that

I had a letter yesterday from a beloved
brother, not on this’continent, who pours

out his heart about this thing and the
gravity of what has befallen the people
of God that we admit this phase of Ethiopia into our houses and meetings; even,
as Ham was, it is shameless; how serious
to see the thing in our meetings where

we seek and receive the very presence of

Ham received the governmenthe Lord!
tal judgment of God on him which abides
on his family to this day, and one is sure

it will not be overlooked governmentally
now, even though this be a day of grace.
One

cannot

refrain

from

beseeching

you

beloved elder ones, with whom the chief
responsibility
rests,
that
you
should
weigh things in the light of that which
is expressly Jaid down in the Word so as
not to be swayed by the fashion or by
the custom of this world.
The Word
says: ‘‘Behold Iithiopia!’?
Wo do behold Ethiopia, and wo blush for what it
stands for.
When
the Spirit of God

says,

‘‘This

man

was
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born

there,’’

he

abruptly

dismisses

that

man

as one

who

has no relation to Zion, no relation to the
city glorious, of which
glorious
things
are spoken; he is out of its range—one

born

in Egypt—or

Babylon—or

in Phi-

listia—or in the grasping spirit of the age
in Tyre—or in the shamelessness of Ethiopia. It may be that in some persons these
things combine, while in others special

features

are

seen,

but the

is presenting to us a mirror
mind and the disposition

away

from

warning
fluences.

God

can

us lest we

be

come

Spirit

of God

in which the
of everyone

viewed,
under

and

these

is

in-

Now turn to the other side, how beautiful it is! One can see, as it were, the
blessed God releasing His heart with
great delight over Zion, and when one
reads, Zion, one feels led to put in the
name of Christ because one sees that what
is characteristic of Zion can only be discovered truly in relation to Christ.
‘Of

Zion
was
that,
way
ten

it shall be said, this and that man
born in her.’’
The Lord dilates on
He dismisses the other in a summary
but He expatiates over those begotby the merey of God which is in

in Christ Jesus.
Hach has come in by
the gates of Zion, this and that man was
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born there. I remember when J first came
to America many years ago, I was with
a business companion, and in the Hotel I
was asked to register my name. I registered and put the name of the town where
I then resided. My companion said, ‘‘Why
did you not sign London?
I would never
have signed any other place if I could
own that as my city.’’ He had a sense of
the glory of a city, a right idea, but connected with the wrong city, no conception of that -city of which ‘‘Glorious
things are spoken of thee, O tity of God.’’
Paul said that he was ‘‘a citizen of no
mean city,’’ so one would desire greatly
that we might be clothed upon with the
dignity of the place
of our spiritual
Do you know where
origin and‘ birth.
you were

the

born?

Galatians

The

could

apostle writing

say:

to

‘‘Jerusalem,

above is free, which is our mother’’ (Gal.
4:26 N.T.).
The- blessed Lord, turning

to us, records, ‘‘Of this one and that one
it shall be said, This man and that man
was

born

in her.’’

Thus

at once

we

are

carried into the light of that city of which
glorious things are spoken.
‘Glorious
things are spoken of thee, O city of God,”’
and we fill our lungs, so to speak, with
spiritual air; when the name of our city
19

for

able

registration

to

say,

of

God,’’

comes

into

‘‘Jerusalem

view

we

above

are

is free,

which is our mother.’’
If we have the
light and the glory of that city of which
“‘elorious things ‘are spoken of thee, O

city

does

not

the

impression

come upon our spirits, I never want to. be
linked with any other city that could be
brought into comparison.
and

for

the

ordinary

Geographically

purposes

of

life

I

may have to say,
Iam of Sydney, or, I am
of New York, but in citizenship I disclaim it and’ confess, ‘‘Jerusalem above is
free which is our mother’’ and, ‘‘ Glorious

things are spoken of thee, O city of God.”’
How the Lord dwells on it! ‘‘The Most
High Himself shall establish her.’’ Thus

everything which lives in that city which
is the mother of us all is the product of
the beloved Lord, Himself.
He is Mount
Zion characteristically.
We have come
to Mount Zion; transpose it if you like

and say, We have come to Christ, for in
coming to Christ we have every expression of holiness, of beauty, of mercy, of
strength, of abiding excellence which are
spoken of Mount Zion; as we take all and
transfer it to Christ we see it can only
be true in Him. So ‘‘the Most High Himself shall establish her.’’ As it were, the
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brushes

aside

counting!

But

of God

Spirit

of Rahab, Babylon, Tyre,
Ethiopia, ‘‘that man was
is

there

no

the

product

Philistia and
born there,’’
what

moral

glory that we, like the poor sons of Korah,
dragged back from going down into the
pit, should find a gate in Christ, be able
to look up according to divine purpose,
see the outshining of the city of God and
say, That is my mother, ‘‘Jerusalem above
is free, which is our mother.’’
So this

one and that one is born in her, they are

The Lord is the Inscriber,
perpetuated.
He gives character, dignity and indivi-

One loves to think
duality to each one.
that no two are alike who enter into that
city,

each

history

with

one

has:

his

Christ,

own

which

nity will be preserved

while yet all are in His

individual

through

eter-

in infinite -variety

glorious likeness.

IT hope we share the pleasure of contemplating the blessed Lord (one may rever-

ently say it) as His own Census Taker.
“Jehovah will count, when He inscribeth
the peoples, This (man) was born there.
The myriads of His own who
Selah.’’
come

in

through

the

gates

of

Aion

take

their place in the divine sphere of things.
Ife is counting each one, He has our numHe is not alone
ber, not alone our name.
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the Divine Census Taker, He is an Inscriber, He is putting against each our proAs
per valuation, the Lord is doing it.
regards the others, they are dismissed
abruptly, ‘‘This man was born there,’’

thus, ‘‘the name of the wicked shall rot’”’
(Prov. 10:7 N.T.), but when it is of one
who comes through the gates of Zion the
Lord writes it down.
Beloved. brethren,

influence

one

of‘ Mount

Zion

covets

may

that

the

rest upon

our spirits, the. sovereign mercy of God
through Christ Jesus, giving access to
God through Him!
In character Mount
Zion appears in the 21st
of
Matthew

where the Lord entered into the temple,
and the lame and blind came to Him, and
He healed them. They had reached Mount
Zion. Again at the close, the blaspheming mouth of the poor thief was suddenly
stopped as rays of divine glory shone into
his heart; he cries out: ‘‘Lord, remember

me when thou comest into thy kingdom.’’

He had entered the gate of Mount Zion.
‘Today shalt thou be with Me.’’ Do we
not love it? I am sure we do! The Lord

records:

‘‘This

was born

there.’’

one

and

that

one

was

born in her. The Lord shall count, when
He writeth up the people, that this man
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Then we find the up-leaping in response,
‘As well the singers as the players on

instruments shall say: All my springs are
in thee.’’
The false glamour, the tinsel
glory of Rahab, of Babylon, of Philistia,
of Tyre and Ethiopia are gone, and there

is the upspringing of the living water in
wells dug in infinite mercy and grace, so

that there goes response to God from
singers as from players on instruments.
In the contemplation it is as though there

were

a

release

trast

these

suppressed, with
waters, ‘‘ All my

of

everything

that

was

earthly

sys-

the gushing of the pure
springs are in thee.”’
It has been my desire to bring into contwo

systems,

the

tem, with its god, its glory (which is a
real one though evil and vanishing), and
the Divine system, in its sweetness, its
purity, its vitality, its precious features
of divine love, so that our hearts respon-

sive may
thee,”’

say,

‘‘All
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my

springs

are

in
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